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Prices for goods and services in 196? are derived for 90 sectors
of the economy, using the Energy Input /Output Model maintained at the
Center for Advanced Computation. Two economic scenarios — a tax on
energy extraction and an additional markup by the trade sector — are
applied to the Input /Output Model, and resulting effects on sector
prices are displayed. Effects of these scenarios on personal consump-
tion expenditures are also given. This is a first-order analysis, in
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Using the Energy I/O Model [l] developed at the Center for Advanced
Computation, it is possible to derive prices of goods and services and to
study the effects of various economic schemes on those prices. This report
describes how prices were derived at the 90-industry level for 1967 and
how they were affected by the following two schemes:
l) Energy Tax Pass Through
Coal, crude petroleum, and natural gas were taxed
$ .50 per million Btu, while electricity was taxed
$ .30 per million Btu. New sector prices were calculated
assuming each sector passed the tax straight through to its
customers.
2) Trade Markup
In addition to the energy tax-pass-through a markup
(approximately 25%) was added on by the trade sector in
order to reflect the fact that percentage markup be-
havior does not consider where the increasing cost in-
crements are coming from and simply maintains previous
pricing policies. This phenomenon may well be a serious
cause of inflation. In the long run, competition in the
trade sector should erase this effect. (The markup was
calculated using the wholesale volume and gross output
of the trade sector.)
Due to the absence of any interindustry elasticity equations we have
assumed that no substitutions will occur because of the energy tax. This
phenomenon is partially true in the short run.
The electricity figure results from application of a fuel adjustment factor
of .6 to the $.50 tax so that only nuclear and hydro-generated electric
power, both of which are primary energy sources, are taxed.
Results are given in tabular form in Section 2, and derivation of
formulas for all calculations are shown in Section 3.
In all price calculations, producer prices are generated first and
purchaser prices are derived from the former, using margins. Effects of
the schemes are shown as percentage changes in resulting purchaser prices
over base purchaser prices. In addition, effects of the two schemes on
prices for 83 personal consumption expenditure categories are considered.
Using the I/O sector ($) components for 83 personal consumption activities
and price changes in the I/O sectors, percentage changes in consumption
expenditures are computed under each scheme.
2. RESULTS
This section includes the following tables:
Table 1 - Base Sector Prices.
Table 2 - Sector Prices After Energy Tax-Pass-Through.
Table 3 - Percent Price Increases Due To Energy Tax-
Pass-Through.
Table h - Ranked Percent Price Increases Due To
Energy Tax-Pass-Through.
Table 5 - Sector Prices After Energy Tax-Pass- Through With
Trade Markup.
Table 6 - Percent Price Increases Due To Energy Tax-Pass-
Through With Trade Markup.
Table 7 - Ranked Percent Price Increases Due To Energy
Tax-Pass-Through With Trade Markup.
Table 8 - Percent Increases In Personal Consumption
Expenditures Due To Energy Tax-Pass—Through.
Table 9 - Ranked Percent Increases In Personal Consumption
Expenditures Due To Energy Tax-Pass -Through.
Table 10 - Percent Increases In Personal Consumption
Expenditures Bue To Energy Tax-Pass -Through
With Trade Markup.
Table 11 - Ranked Percent Increases In Personal Consiimption
Expenditures Due To Energy Tax-Pass-Through With
Trade Markup
Percent increases in personal consumption expenditures were computed
by (l) normalizing columns of a 90 by 83 bridge table containing I/O
components of each PCE activity, (2) computing for each scheme a vector of
price increase factors, PIF, as
PPI.
PIFj = 1 + jfigL for j = 1,90
where PPI. is the percent price increase in sector j due to the scheme being
J
considered, and finally, (3) multiplying the normalized bridge table by the
PIF vectors and comparing the resulting 83-element vectors to a vector of
l's representing the original normalized based personal consumption ex-
penditures .
In Tables 1, 2 and 5, prices for energy sectors are shown as $ /Million
Btu while prices for all other sectors are shown in dollars. (All price
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3. DERIVATION OF FORMULAS
Equations for computing base prices (producer and purchaser)
,
prices
after the energy tax pass through, and prices after the additional trade
markup are derived below.
3.1 Base Sector Prices
We start with the identity:
n
p.X. = I p.T. . + V, (3-1)
J J i=l
x 1J J
where p. is the price per unit output of sector j , X is gross domestic
J J
output for sector j, T. . is the quantity of sector i's goods which sector j
buys, V. is the value added by sector j , and n is the number of sectors
J
in the system. The equation simply says that for a given sector total
revenues are equal to total input costs plus value added.
Rewriting equation (3-l) in matrix notation and noting that T = AX,
where X is a diagonalized matrix form of X, and A is the direct requirements
matrix, we get:
pX = pAX + V (3-2)
Here p is the price vector we are seeking and V is the value added vector.






Letting v = VX~ , the value added coefficient vector, we arrive at
p = v(l-A)"1 (3-3)
which is the equation used to compute base sector prices.
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The vector p in equation (3-3) consists of producer prices of goods




J \ $ prod
J
or
p DFD. + 7 p.M.
,
*j =Pjl F7DFD: / (3-U)
'J J
where DFD. represents direct allocations of sector j to final demand
J
f* v»
and M. . is the i final demand margin for sector j . The 8 margins are
Rail Transport, Pipeline Transport, Truck Transport, Water Transport,
Air Transport, Insurance, Retail Trade, and Wholesale Trade. Personal
consumption was the only final demand category considered here. Simplify-




which allows easy computation of purchaser prices. Btu's are used for
energy sectors in DFD.
3.2 Prices Altered By Energy Tax Pass Through
The energy tax is reflected in the value added for the sectors to
which it is applied. Equation (3-2) becomes
p'X = p'AX + V" (3-6)
where p' is the vector of prices after the energy tax pass through and
V is the new value added vector. Solving for p' as in section 3.1 we get
p- = v'(l-A)'1 (3-7)
where v" = V'X as before.
The tax, in dollars per Btu, is actually applied directly to the value
added coefficient vector, v, in the energy extraction sectors:
v" = v + tax on energy extraction sectors only.
3.3. Prices Altered By Energy Tax Pass Through With Trade Markup
The trade sector markup is implemented by deriving the change in
value added caused by the markup and then substituting this into
equation (3-2). Change in value added is derived as follows:
Let S represent the wholesale volume (i.e. the dollar value of
all wholesale transactions). Then the markup of the wholesale trade
sector is




where GDO , is gross domestic output of the wholesale trade sector.*
wt
The markup is 25. lk% for the 90-order breakdown, year 1967,
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If AS is the change in wholesale volume due to marked up prices then
GDO
AV = AS (a scalar) (3-8)
Nov we convert this to matrix notation and insert it into equation




S = DA p. i,j such that {Mw f or Hf fo)
Here DA. . is direct allocations from sector i to sector j , while p. is
the producer's price of sector i's goods. The extra 10 elements in the
inner sum are direct allocations of sector i to the 10 final demand
sectors. Only those elements of DA with a non-zero wholesale (M ) or
retail (M ) trade margin are summed. The term p. can he moved outside
r i
the inner sum and the latter can he computed as a column vector, D.
(D. would he the total direct allocations from sector i for which there
l
were trade margins.) Now we have, in vector notation,
S = pD
where p is the row vector of "base prices. Likewise,
AS = ApD = (p"-p)D
where p" is the vector of prices resulting from the energy tax pass
through with trade markup. Change in value added is then (from equation
(3-8))
AV = uX (pD)"1 (p"D-pD)
where X is a diagonalized matrix form of the GDO vector, and u is simply
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a bit-vector with a 1 in the position corresponding to the trade sector
and O's in all other positions. Now we rewrite equation (3-2) as
p"X = p"AX + V"
where V" is the new value-added vector. Since V" = V" + AV, we can
write
p"X = p"AX + V + uX(pD) (p"D-pD) (3-9)
Solving equation (3-9) for p", we first multiply through by X to get
p"= p"A + V'X"1 + u(pD)"1 (p"D-pD)
.
A
_lNoting that V'X = v and expanding the last term we get
p"= p"A + v" + u(pD)~ (p"D)-u
Rearranging and manipulating a bit, we eventually arrive at
p" = (v'-u) (i-A-Du(pD)"1 )"1 . (3-10)
This is used to solve for p"*. (The matrix inversion is avoided, of course,
by a simple transformation. Let R = I-A-Du(pD) . Then equation (3-10)
becomes
and in turn:
p" = (v'-u)R ,
T







= (v*-u) T (3-11)
T
Equation (3-ll) is solved as a system of linear equations with R as
coefficient matrix and -p"" as the unknown vector.)
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